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Dear folks,

 This study notes will tell you about Adverbs deeply so kindly go through the nuances of Adverbs, and elevate 
a step further towards achieving success.

ADVERBS

	 Definition:	An	adverb	is	a	word	that	qualifies	any	part	of	speech	except	a	noun	and	a	pronoun.

	 Example:	 (1)	Rahul	is	very	intelligent.

	 			 	 (2)	She	speaks	fluently.

	 			 (3)	An	aeroplane	flew	exactly	over	my	head.

Note-  In first example,	‘intelligent’	is	being	used	to	qualify	‘Rahul’	and	‘very’	is	being	used	to	qualify	‘intelligent’.

 In second sentence,	‘fluently’	is	being	used	to	qualify	‘speaks’

 In third sentence,	‘exactly’	is	being	used	to	qualify	‘over’

	 Adverbs	modify,	or	 tell	us	more	about,	other	words.	Usually	adverbs	modify	verbs,	 telling	us	how,	how	
often,	when,	or	where	something	was	done.	The	adverb	is	placed	after	the	verb	it	modifies.

EXAMPLES

	 The	bus	moved	slowly.

 The bears ate greedily.

 The car drove fast.

	 Sometimes	adverbs	modify	adjectives,	making	them	stronger	or	weaker.

EXAMPLES

 You look absolutely fabulous!

 He is slightly overweight.

 You are very persistent.

	 Some	types	of	adverbs	can	modify	other	adverbs,	changing	their	degree	or	precision.

EXAMPLES

	 She	played	the	violin	extremely	well.

	 You're	speaking	too	quietly.

	 In	most	cases,	an	adverb	is	formed	by	adding	-ly	to	an	adjective

 Adjective Adverb

 cheap cheaply

	 quick	 quickly

 slow  slowly

	 If	the	adjective	ends	in	-y,	replace	the	y	with	i	and	add	-ly

 Adjective Adverb

 easy  easily

 angry angrily

 happy happily

 lucky luckily

	 If	the	adjective	ends	in	-able,	-ible,	or	-le,	replace	the	-e	with	-y.
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	 Adjective	 Adverb

 Probable probably

 terrible terribly

 gentle gently

	 If	the	adjective	ends	in	-ic,	add	-ally.	Exception:	public	->	publicly

 Adjective Adverb

 basic  basically

 tragic tragically

	 economic	 economically

	 Some	adverbs	have	the	same	form	as	the	adjective:	early,	fast,	hard,	high,	late,	near,	straight,	&	wrong

 EXAMPLES

 It is a fast car.

 He drives very fast.

	 This	is	a	hard	exercise.

 He works hard.

	 We	saw	many	high	buildings.

	 The	bird	flew	high	in	the	sky.

	 Well	is	the	adverb	that	corresponds	to	the	adjective	good.

 EXAMPLES

 He is a good student.

 He studies well.

	 She	is	a	good	pianist.

	 She	plays	the	piano	well.

	 They	are	good	swimmers.

	 They	swim	well.

	 With	adverbs	ending	in	-ly,	you	must	use	more	to	form	the	comparative,	and	most	to	form	the	superlative.

 Adverb Comparative Superlative

	 quietly	 more	quietly	 most	quietly

	 slowly	 more	slowly	 most	slowly

	 seriously	 more	seriously	 most	seriously

	 EXAMPLES

	 The	teacher	spoke	more	slowly	to	help	us	to	understand.

	 Could	you	sing	more	quietly	please?

	 With	short	adverbs	that	do	not	end	in	-ly	comparative	and	superlative	forms	are	identical	to	adjectives:	add	
-er	to	form	the	comparative	and	-est	to	form	the	superlative.	If	the	adverb	ends	in	e,	remove	it	before	adding	
the ending.

 Adverb Comparative Superlative

 hard  harder hardest

 fast  faster fastest

 late  later latest
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 EXAMPLES
	 Jim	works	harder	than	his	brother.
 Everyone in the race ran fast, but John ran the fastest of all.
	 Some	adverbs	have	irregular	comparative	and	superlative	forms.
 Adverb Comparative Superlative
 badly worse worst
 far  farther/further farthest/furthest
 little  less least
 well  better best
 EXAMPLES
 The little boy ran farther than his friends.

You're driving worse today than yesterday !
He played the best of any player.
Types of Adverbs   
1. Adverb of Manner     
Fast,	wisely,	bravely,	slowly,	loudly,	fluently,	nicely,	etc.
Eg:	My	grandfather	walks	slowly.
Arjun	laughed	loudly	at	the	meeting.

2. Adverb of Place
Outside, here, there, everywhere, out, outdoor, etc.
Eg:	Priya	has	been	sitting	here	for	30	minutes.
She	looked	up.
	Adverbs	of	place	tell	us	where	something	happens.	Adverbs	of	place	are	usually	placed	after	the	main	verb	
or	after	 the	clause	 that	 they	modify.	Adverbs	of	place	do	not	modify	adjectives	or	other	adverbs.	Some	
examples	of	adverbs	of	place:	here,	everywhere,	outside,	away,	around

EXAMPLES
John	looked	around	but	he	couldn't	see	the	monkey.
I searched everywhere I could think of.
I'm	going	back	to	school.
Come	in!
They built a house nearby.
She	took	the	child	outside.
HERE	AND	THERE
	Here	and	there	are	common	adverbs	of	place.	They	give	a	location	relative	to	the	speaker.	With	verbs	of	
movement,	here	means	"towards	or	with	the	speaker"	and	there	means	"away	from,	or	not	with	the	speaker".
Sentence	 	 Meaning
Come	here!	 	 Come	towards	me.
The	table	is	in	here.	 	 Come	with	me;	we	will	go	see	it	together.
Put	it	there.	 	 Put	it	in	a	place	away	from	me.
The	table	is	in	there.	 	 Go	in;	you	can	see	it	by	yourself.
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Here	and	there	are	combined	with	prepositions	to	make	many	common	adverbial	phrases.
EXAMPLES
What	are	you	doing	up	there?
Come	over	here	and	look	at	what	I	found!
The baby is hiding down there under the table.
I	wonder	how	my	driver's	license	got	stuck	under	here.
Here	and	there	are	placed	at	the	beginning	of	the	sentence	in	exclamations	or	when	emphasis	is	needed.	
They	are	followed	by	the	verb	if	the	subject	is	a	noun	or	by	a	pronoun	if	the	subject	is	a	pronoun.
EXAMPLES
Here	comes	the	bus!
There goes the bell!
There it is!
Here they are!
ADVERBS OF PLACE THAT ARE ALSO PREPOSITIONS
Many	adverbs	of	place	can	also	be	used	as	prepositions.	When	used	as	prepositions,	they	must	be	followed	
by a noun.
Word	 Used	as	an	adverb	of	place,	modifying	a	verb			Used	as	a	preposition
around	 The	marble	rolled	around	in	my	hand.	
		 	 I	am	wearing	a	necklace	around	my	neck.
behind Hurry! You are getting behind. 
   Let's hide behind the shed.
down Mary fell down.  
		 	 ohn	made	his	way	carefully	down	the	cliff.
in	 We	decided	to	drop	in	on	Jake.	 I	dropped	the	letter	in	the	mailbox.
off	 Let's	get	off	at	the	next	stop.	 The	wind	blew	the	flowers	off	the	tree.
on	 We	rode	on	for	several	more	hours.	 Please	put	the	books	on	the	table.
over	 	He	turned	over	and	went	back	to	sleep.	 I	think	I	will	hang	the	picture	over	my	bed.
ADVERBS OF PLACE ENDING IN -WHERE
Adverbs	of	place	that	end	in	-where	express	the	idea	of	location	without	specifying	a	specific	location	or	
direction.
EXAMPLES
I	would	like	to	go	somewhere	warm	for	my	vacation.
Is	there	anywhere	I	can	find	a	perfect	plate	of	spaghetti	around	here?
I have nowhere to go.
I	keep	running	in	to	Sally	everywhere!
ADVERBS OF PLACE ENDING IN -WARDS
Adverbs	of	place	that	end	in	-wards	express	movement	in	a	particular	direction.
EXAMPLES
Cats don't usually walk backwards.
The ship sailed westwards.
The balloon drifted upwards.
We	will	keep	walking	homewards	until	we	arrive.
Be	careful:	Towards	is	a	preposition,	not	an	adverb,	so	it	is	always	followed	by	a	noun	or	a	pronoun.
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EXAMPLES
He walked towards the car.
She	ran	towards	me.
ADVERBS OF PLACE EXPRESSING BOTH MOVEMENT & LOCATION
Some	adverbs	of	place	express	both	movement	&	location	at	the	same	time.
EXAMPLES
The child went indoors.
He lived and worked abroad.
Water	always	flows	downhill.
The wind pushed us sideways.
3. Adverb of Time
Yesterday,	now,	just,	last	week,	soon,	daily,	today,	late,	early,	etc.
Eg:	I	met	her	yesterday.
He	always	comes	late.
4. Adverb of Number
Often/always/thrice/seldom/once
Eg:	The	prisoner	was	called	again	in	front	of	the	judge.
5. Adverb of Quantity  
Too,	quite,	enough,	very,	entirely,	rather,	fully,	nearly,	so,	wholly,	etc.
Eg:	She	is	too	careless.
Now	she	is	fully	prepared	for	her	examination.

6. Adverb of Reason  
Therefore,	hence,	thus,	consequently,	etc.
Eg:	He	therefore	left	college.
7. Adverb of Affirmation/Negation   
Surely,	certainly,	not,	not	at	all,	indeed,	etc.
Eg:	I	do	not	know	you.
Surely	she	will	come	to	see	you	off.
9. Interrogative Adverb 
How,	how	much,	how	far,	why,	where,	when,	etc.
Eg:	How	did	she	manage	this?
When	will	he	return?

10. Relative Adverb  
Where/when
Eg:	This	is	the	place	where	I	live.

Special	Rules	and	Applications
1. Enough 
Used	just	after	the	main	verb/adjective	it	refers.
Eg:	The	sum	is	difficult	enough	for	me	to	solve.
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2. Rather  
Comes	with	negative	adjective
Eg:	The	weather	is	rather	scorching.

3. Fairly
Comes	with	positive	adjectives
Eg:	The	poem	is	fairly	nice.

4. Very 
Used	with	positive	and	negative	adjectives
Eg:	He	is	very	intelligent.

5. seldom, never, always, Often, hardly, scarcely 
Used	just	before	the	main	verb
Eg:	His	father	seldom	leaves	him	the	house	alone.

6. Ago      
Used	with	past	indefinite	tense
Eg:	I	started	learning	English	at	the	age	of	two.

7. Before  
Used	with	past	indefinite/	present	perfect	tense
Eg:	I	have	visited	this	place	before.

8. More      
Used	before	comparative	degree	adjectives
Eg:	He	is	more	creative	today	than	yesterday.
9. Most      
Used	to	form	superlative	degrees
Eg:	The	Taj	Mahal	is	the	most	beautiful	building	in	India.

10. Much     
Used	with	quantity
Eg:	He	is	much	smarter	than	Rakesh.
11. Too      
Used	for	negative	adjectives
Eg:	He	was	too	short	to	climb	the	tree.
VIEWPOINT AND COMMENTING ADVERBS
There	are	some	adverbs	and	adverbial	expressions	which	tell	us	about	the	speaker's	viewpoint	or	opinion	
about	an	action,	or	make	some	comment	on	 the	action.	These	adverbs	are	different	 from	other	adverbs	
because	 they	do	not	 tell	us	how	an	action	occurred.	Commenting	and	viewpoint	 adverbs	modify	entire	
clauses	rather	than	single	verbs,	adverbs,	or	adjectives.	There	is	no	real	distinction	between	commenting	
adverbs	 and	 viewpoint	 adverbs,	 except	 in	 their	 sentence	 placement.	Many	 adverbs	 that	 can	 be	 used	 as	
viewpoint	adverbs	can	also	be	used	as	commenting	adverbs.	However,	in	some	cases,	an	adverb	is	far	more	
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common	as	one	or	the	other.

SENTENCE PLACEMENT
	Viewpoint	adverbs	are	placed	at	the	beginning,	or	more	rarely,	at	the	end	of	the	sentence.	They	are	usually	
separated	from	the	rest	of	the	sentence	by	a	comma.	Commenting	adverbs	are	placed	before	the	main	verb	
unless	the	verb	"to	be"	is	used,	in	which	case	placement	can	be	either	before	or	after	the	verb.	In	some	
cases,	commenting	adverbs	placed	before	the	main	verb	will	also	be	separated	from	the	rest	of	the	sentence	
by	commas,	although	in	most	cases	they	will	not	be.	In	the	examples	below,	viewpoint	and	commenting	
adverbs	are	shown	in	the	correct	sentence	placements.	When	a	sentence	placement	is	unusual,	stilted,	or	too	
formal	for	spoken	language,	it	is	marked	with	an	asterisk.
 Viewpoint adv.	 At	the	start	of	a	sentence	 Before	the	main	verb	 	 	
   At the end of a sentence
 clearly Clearly, he doesn't know what he is doing. 
   He clearly doesn't know what he is doing. 
   He doesn't know what he is doing, clearly.
obviously Obviously, you are acting silly. You are obviously acting silly 
   You are acting silly, obviously.
personally Personally, I'd rather go by train. I'd personally rather go by train. 
   I'd rather go by train, personally.
presumably	 Presumably,	he	didn't	have	time	to	go	to	the	post	office.	
		 	 He	presumably	didn't	have	time	to	go	to	the	post	office.	
		 	 He	didn't	have	time	to	go	to	the	post	office,	presumably.
seriously	 Seriously,	I	can't	give	this	speech.	 I	seriously	can't	give	this	speech.	
   I can't give this speech, seriously.
surely	 Surely	you	tried	to	get	here	on	time.	 You	surely	tried	to	get	here	on	time.	
		 	 You	tried	to	get	here	on	time,	surely.
technically	 Technically,	we	cannot	fly	to	Mars	and	back.	
		 	 We	technically	cannot	fly	to	Mars	and	back.	
		 	 We	cannot	fly	to	Mars	and	back,	technically.
undoubtedly	 Undoubtedly,	he	has	a	good	reason	not	to	come.	
		 	 He	undoubtedly	has	a	good	reason	not	to	come.	
		 	 He	has	a	good	reason	not	to	come,	undoubtedly.
bravely Bravely, I kept on walking. I bravely kept on walking. 
   *I kept on walking, bravely.
carelessly Carelessly, she threw her book into the pond. 
		 	 She	carelessly	threw	her	book	into	the	pond.	
		 	 *She	threw	her	book	into	the	pond,	carelessly.
certainly Certainly you should be there. You certainly should be there. 
   / You should certainly be there. You should be there, certainly.
cleverly	 Cleverly,	Sally	hid	the	jellybeans.	 Sally	cleverly	hid	the	jellybeans.
		 	 *Sally	hid	the	jellybeans,	cleverly.
definitely	 *Definitely,	you	are	smart.	 You	defintely	are	smart.	
		 	 /	You	are	definitely	smart.	 *You	are	smart,	definitely.
Foolishly Foolishly, they cried out. They foolishly cried out. 
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   They cried out, foolishly.
generously	 Generously,	he	donated	the	money.	 He	generously	donated	the	money.	
		 	 *He	donated	the	money,	generously.
stupidly	 Stupidly,	they	played	in	the	street.	 They	stupidly	played	in	the	street.
   *They played in the street, stupidly.
obviously Obviously, we are lost. We are obviously lost. / 
   *We obviously are lost. We are lost, obviously.
kindly	 Kindly,	she	fed	the	cat	first.	 She	kindly	fed	the	cat	first.
		 	 She	fed	the	cat	first,	kindly.
luckily	 Luckily,	you	got	here	on	time.	 You	luckily	got	here	on	time.	
		 	 You	got	here	on	time,	luckily.
fortunately Fortunately, we found the boat. We fortunately found the boat. 
   We found the boat, fortunately.
naturally	 Naturally,	you	cannot	be	in	the	circus	now.	
   You naturally cannot be in the circus now. 
   You cannot be in the circus now, naturally.
wisely	 Wisely,	she	stayed	home	to	take	a	nap.	
		 	 She	wisely	stayed	home	to	take	a	nap.	
		 	 She	stayed	home	to	take	a	nap,	wisely.
confidentially	 Confidentially,	I	never	gave	him	the	envelope.	 -	 	 	
		 	 I	never	gave	him	the	envelope,	confidentially.
theoretically Theoretically, we could send astronauts to Mars. 
   We could theoretically send astronauts to Mars. 
   / We theoretically could send astronauts to Mars. 
   We could send astronauts to Mars, theoretically.
truthfully	 Truthfully,	I	don't	like	chocolate	much.	
		 	 I	truthfully	don't	like	chocolate	much.	
		 	 I	don't	like	chocolate	much,	truthfully.
disappointingly Disappointingly, she got fourth place. 
		 	 She	disappointingly	got	fourth	place.	
		 	 She	got	fourth	place,	disappointingly.
thoughtfully Thoughtfully, I turned away. 
   I thoughtfully turned away.  
   I turned away, thoughtfully.
simply	 *Simply,	I	don't	want	to	come.	
		 	 I	simply	don't	want	to	come.	
unbelievably	 Unbelievably,	she	showed	up	late	again.	
		 	 She	unbelievably	showed	up	late	again.	
		 	 She	showed	up	late	again,	unbelievably.
unfortunately	 Unfortunately,	there	is	no	more	room.	
		 	 There	is	unfortunately	no	more	room.	
		 	 /	There	unfortunately	is	no	more	room.	
		 	 There	is	no	more	room,	unfortunately.




